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Abstract – The chromosome number of the genus Plagiochilion S. Hatt. (Plagiochilaceae,
Hepaticae), n=9, is reported for the first time, based on Chinese material of P. mayebarae
S. Hatt. and P. oppositum (Reinw. et al.) S. Hatt. Oil bodies of Plagiochilion oppositum are
newly described and illustrated. Oil bodies of cultured material of P. mayebarae contain
smaller granules sometimes difficultly recognized, and are slightly different from those
from the wild.
China / chromosome / Guangxi / Hainan / liverworts / oil body / Plagiochilaceae /
Plagiochilion mayebarae / Plagiochilion oppositum

INTRODUCTION
Chromosome numbers appear to be very conservative in Hepaticae.
According to Newton (1983), nearly 87% of gametophytic chromosome numbers
are n=8, 9 or 10, 63.8% being n=9. Although a total of about 830 liverwort taxa
were listed by Fritsch (1991) in his “Index to bryophyte chromosome counts,” the
chromosome number of numerous liverworts are still unknown. Plagiochilion
S. Hatt. (Plagiochilaceae), a small genus with 10 species distributed in Asia and
Oceania [excluding two doubtful species in America (Heinrichs, 2002; Heinrichs et
al., 2004)], is well characterized by the opposite leaves connate at least at base
both ventrally and dorsally, hyaline rhizoids restricted to near the ventral base of
leaves, underleaves lacking or occasionally vestigial, ventral and lateral intercalary
branching, the occasional presence of surface wax on the leaves and stems
(P. mayebarae, cf. Heinrichs et al., 2000), and usual presence of flagellae (cf. Inoue,
1964). Recent molecular-phylogenetic analysis supported the status of
Plagiochilion as an independent genus (cf. Groth & Heinrichs, 2003). Although
this genus was revised taxonomically by Inoue (1964), chromosome information
in the genus is completely unknown. The present paper reports chromosome
counts of two species of the genus Plagiochilion.
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Oil bodies are unique organelles of liverwort cells. Oil body characters
are usually rather conservative and often serve to separate species, genera, or even
families. They are of great taxonomic significance (Müller, 1939; Schuster, 1966;
Zhu & Gradstein, 2003). Oil bodies, however, are rather poorly known in the
genus Plagiochilion (cf. Inoue, 1964; Gradstein et al., 2001). In this paper, oil bodies of two species are described, based on Chinese material.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Materials for the present cytological study were collected in Guangxi
and Hainan of China. Most of them were pretreated and fixed in the field. Some
living samples were brought back to the laboratory in plastic bags, and transferred
to a CLMACELL for further culture at 15°C and ca 6000 LUX with a regime of
12 hour’s light and 12 hour’s dark. The tips of living shoots from the field or from
the CLMACELL were cut off and placed in saturated p-Dichlorobenzene for 3-5
hours for pretreatment, then fixed in Carnoy’s fluid (ethanol:acetic acid =3:1) at
room temperature for 24 hours. The fixed shoot tips were kept in 70% ethanol at
room temperature for 5 minutes or at ca. 4°C for up to two months. The abovetreated material were transferred to 50% ethanol and then to distilled water. They
were then dissected with two fine needles on a glass-slide with a drop of 1N HCL
and kept in about 60°C hot water bath for 5 minutes. They were then washed in
distilled water for 5-10 minutes, followed by staining in carbol fuchsin. The stained
materials were squashed softly and chromosome numbers were counted during
mitotic metaphase or anaphase. Photographs of chromosomes were made with a
Leica microscope (DMLB + DC 300). Oil bodies were observed immediately in
the field or in the laboratory after collection of fresh material, and drawn without
chemical treatment under the light microscope with the aid of an Olympus drawing tube (BH2-DA). Following Gradstein et al. (1977, 2001), oil bodies may be
classified into four types: Massula-type, Bazzania-type, Jungermannia-type (granules less than 1.0 µm in diameter), and Calypogeia-type (granules exceeding
1.0 µm in diameter).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Plagiochilion mayebarae S. Hatt., J. Hattori Bot Lab. 3: 39. 1950 [1948]. (Figs 1ad, 2a-b, 3a-c).
Chromosome: The chromosome number of male plants, n=9, is the same
as in most species of Plagiochila. The longest chromosome is 8 µm long, J-shaped,
with a secondary constriction as in most other liverworts (Fig. 1a). The average
length of the longest chromosome is 5.8 µm. The smallest chromosome is 0.8 mm
long, but its shape and size differ in different cells. The mean length of the smallest chromosome is 1.3 µm.
Oil Bodies: Oil bodies are grayish, of Jungermannia-type. Granules in
compound oil bodies are ca. 0.4 µm in diameter, somewhat knobbly on surface.
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Fig. 1. Photomicrographs of mitotic metaphase or anaphase chromosomes in gametophytes of
Plagiochilion. a-d. P. mayebarae (n=9). e-f. P. oppositum (n=9).

Oil bodies are 4-7 per marginal cell, ellipsoidal, spherical or ovate, 2.4-6.0 × 2.03.0 µm; 4-7 (-9) per median cell, mostly ellipsoidal, 4.0-9.6 × 2.4-4.0 µm; 4-7 per
basal cell, long ellipsoidal, rarely ovate or spherical, 4.6-11 × 3.2-5.8 µm. Oil bodies in cultured material in CLMACELL at 15°C and ca. 6000 LUX contain smaller
granules which are sometimes indistinct even at ca. 1000 × magnification (Fig. 2ab). Some oil bodies of marginal cells of the leaf lobe in some wild material sometimes appear to be almost homogeneous. Oil bodies in wild material of the species
were previously known only from material collected in Japan (Hattori, 1951;
Inoue, 1958, 1976), and these are compound, ovate to spherical, (4-) 5-6 (-7) per
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Fig. 2. Oil bodies of Plagiochilion. a, b. P. mayebarae, oil bodies of median cells of leaf lobes, a
from wild collections, b from cultured material. c, d. P. oppositum, c, basal cells of leaf lobes from
wild material. d, median cells of leaf lobes from wild material. a drawn from R.-L. Zhu 2004909-Y
(HSNU), b from R.-L. Zhu 2004909-YP (HSNU), c and d from R.-.L. Zhu 20031202-36-Y
(HSNU).

cell. Oil bodies in wild Chinese material described above largely agree with those
in the material from Japan.
Taxonomy: Plagiochilion mayebarae is a dioicous species. Although
P. mayebarae is the most common member of Plagiochilion in East Asia, its male
plants are still unknown (cf. Inoue, 1976). Our examination revealed that androe-
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Fig. 3. Plagiochilion mayebarae (a-c), P. oppositum (d-f). a, d. Portion of shoot, dorsal view.
b, c, e, f. Leaves. a-c drawn from R.-L. Zhu 2004909-Y (HSNU), d-f from R.-L. Zhu 2003120236-Y (HSNU).

cia are rare. The androecia are intercalary, containing 3-7 pairs of male bracts
which are 0.2-0.4 mm long, 0.1-0.18 mm wide, with entire margins. Male bract lobules are strongly inflated, entire at margin. Plagiochilion mayebarae exhibits much
variation in leaves which are usually orbicular and entire at margins. The ovate
leaves may be entire or with 1-3 small teeth (Figs 3a-b), frequently seen in some
specimens from Southern China.
Distribution: Plagiochilion mayebarae is known from China (Anhui,
Jiangxi, Shaanxi, Sichuan, Taiwan, Xizang, and Zhejiang) (cf. Piippo, 1990; Fang et
al., 1998; Zhu et al., 1998), India (Sikkim) and Japan (Inoue, 1964), and Korea
(Choe & Yamada, 1998). It is newly recorded in Guangxi of China (cf. Zhu & So,
2003).
Representative specimens examined: China. Guangxi, Xingan Co.,
Maoershan Nature Reserve, Bishushanzhang, on rock, 2000 m, 9 Sept. 2004, R.-L.
Zhu 2004909-Y (, material for oil bodies, HSNU), R.-L. Zhu 2004909-YP
(HSNU, cultured material), ibid., summit, on rock, 2100 m, 3 Sept. 2004, R.-L. Zhu
20049309-R (, material for chromosome, HSNU).
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Plagiochilion oppositum (Reinw. et al.) S. Hatt., Biosphaera 1: 7. 1947. (Figs 1e-f,
2c-d, 3d-f).
Chromosomes: The chromosome number of female plants, n=9, is the
same as Plagiochilion mayebarae (Figs 1e-f). The longest chromosome is 8.8 µm
long, J-shaped or V-shaped, with a secondary constriction as Plagiochilion
mayebarae. The average length of the longest chromosome is 6.8 µm, longer than
that in P. mayebarae. The smallest chromosome is 1.7 µm long and the mean length
of the smallest chromosome is 1.8 µm.
Oil bodies: Oil bodies are grayish, of Calypogeia-type or Jungermanniatype in basal and median cells, in most marginal cells of Jungermannia-type, compound or almost homogeneous. Granules in compound oil bodies are ca.
0.6-2.0 µm in diameter, slightly knobbly on surface. Oil bodies are 2-5 per marginal cell, ellipsoidal to spherical, 2.0-6.4 × 1.6-2.8 µm; 3-5 (-7) per median cell,
mostly ellipsoidal or fusiform, occasionally ovate or spherical, 6.4-14 × 4.8-6.4 µm;
3-7 per basal cell, ellipsoidal to fusiform, rarely spherical, 6.4-16 × 4.8-6.4 µm. In
oil body characters, Plagiochilion oppositum is different from P. mayebarae, the
former bearing much larger oil bodies mainly of Calypogeria-type in median and
basal cells (Fig. 2c-d).
Taxonomy: In morphology Plagiochilion oppositum is immediately separated from P. mayebarae by strongly toothed leaves (Fig. 3). Plagiochilion theriotanus (Steph.) Inoue, with a similar distribution pattern, resembles P. oppositum
in toothed leaves, but differs in the decurrent leaf base and thin-walled cells with
very large and nodulose trigones.
Distribution: Plagiochilion oppositum is rather common in tropical Asia.
The known range includes Amboina, Burma, China (Guangxi, Hainan, and
Taiwan), India, Java, New Caledonia, New Hebrides, Papua New Guinea,
Philippines, Samoa, Solomon Is., Sri Lanka, Sulawesi, Sumatra, Ternate, West Irian,
and Vietnam (cf. Inoue, 1964; Miller et al., 1983; Piippo, 1989, 1990; Zhu & So,
2003).
Representative specimens examined: China. Hainan, Changjiang Co.,
Bawangling Nature Reserve, Donger, Laodian, on rock, 1150 m, 27 Nov. 2003,
R.-L. Zhu 2003112702-R (, c. per., material for chromosome, HSNU); ibid.,
Donger, Shifeng, on tree trunks, 1210 m, 2 Dec. 2003, R.-L. Zhu 20031202-36-Y
(sterile, material for oil bodies, HSNU).
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